Amended/Additional Advisory with respect to Revised Advisory dated 17-07-2020

With reference to email communication dated 18-07-2020 by CSR, it appears that students have misinterpreted the advisory issued by NIPER-SAS Nagar. In the interest of students and safety an additional advisory is being issued as under:

1. It is not mandatory to come and vacate hostel rooms keeping in view of increasing COVID-19 cases in India. Students may come later also once the situation improves.
2. In case of overnight stay at NIPER campus, student must bring along COVID-19 negative test report from local health authority at their respective places and submit it at NIPER gate on their arrival.
3. In case of genuine reasons such as packing of air coolers, package/transportation of vehicles (motorbikes, bicycles), allotted maximum 3 hours time may be relaxed to additional 1-2 hours only. Students must report NIPER on or before 12 noon through Monday-Thursday as per the schedule.
4. No dues guidelines are already uploaded on NIPER website by Examination section. No dues formalities will be completed by respective student’s department office. Student need only to submit duly signed ‘No dues form’ at the respective hostel desk. Students must only collect their belongings, vacate hostel room and leave during allotted time 3 hours.